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Abstract 
Libertine erotic novellas included a number of seductive descriptions of 
unfolding spaces often seen through the eyes of a narrator. Instructional 
volumes such as Point de lendermain by Vivant Denon (1777) aimed at the 
sexual education of young women and the titillation of men also followed suit. 
Similarly architectural theory such as Le Camus de Mézières’, The Genius of 
Architecture (1780) also promoted the sensuous and seductive aspects of 
surfaces and spatial arrangements. In the erotic settings of the cabinet, 
descriptions of curtains generate as much arousal as the outline of a naked 
body, and for some players it is the space that is desired above their lover.  
 
Many of these imaginary spaces of boudoirs and cabinets have been 
represented through filmic interpretations such as Pierre Choderlos de 
Laclos’s Le Liaisons Dangereuses, Sofia Coppola’s Marie Antoinette and the 
earlier 1938 Marie Antoinette. In these theatrically inspired scenographic 
interiors there are intense resources poured into reconstructing the materiality 
of the eighteenth century villa. These filmic reconstructions therefore provide a 
wealth of technical information about the re-imagining of eighteenth century 
architectural space, and themselves constitute a seduction for the audience 
through the use of extreme close-ups of characters being dressed and 
undressed, powdered, and corseted, that draw voyeuristic analogies between 
clothing and decor.   
 
This paper concludes that twentieth century filmic and re-imagined built 
environment adhere with surprising consistency to earlier narratives in fiction 
and art that relied similarly on the interplay between the unfolding of story and 
space. In these texts there is a collusion between seduction in words and 
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architectural detailing, producing an inseparability that is witnessed by the 
concealed viewer.  
 
 
 
Erotic / seducing subjects 
The late eighteenth century witnessed a proliferation of erotic painting in parallel with the 
emergence of the erotic libertine novella. According to Catherine Cusset, the latter 
interwove instructional philosophy and sexual arousal, alongside pedagogical and 
practical advice about sexual health.1 This combination had great popular impact that was 
widely absorbed by both sexes. Jean-Jacques Rousseau in Les Confessions (1782) 
confided that “I was more than thirty years old before I looked at any of those dangerous 
books which a beautiful lady of the world finds inconvenient because, she says, they 
must be read with a single hand.”2  Accordingly, such intimate materials required an 
intimate setting, both for the writer/artist to ‘place’ their characters, and for the 
reader/viewer to enjoy them. The cabinet, and its feminine double, the boudoir (spaces 
that had their roots in the 16th century studiolo) emerged in late eighteenth century French 
art and fiction as both real and imaginary spaces. Curiously, contemporary commentators 
used both terms to on occasion refer to the same spaces. 
 
The libertine novel and the erotic painting or illustration, are surprisingly accessible, even 
for twenty-first century audiences. The language of address is direct, taking the 
reader/viewer by the hand and leading them into intimate spaces of the imagination. 
Within the text or image resides either a moral or philosophical point, or a far more basic 
and bodily tale concerning the centrality of sex as a vitally enriching human experience. 
But these works were achieved at a cost, including the ire and punishment of the 
authorities of Church and State. Katarina Albano noted in the exhibition catalogue of the 
Seduced: Art and Sex from Antiquity to Now exhibition (London, Barbican 2007) that the 
corrupting influence of novels matched by the dangers of ‘solitary pleasure’ was an 
explicit “recognition of the jouissance to be found in words”.3  
 
Imagination was a key area of exploration that lent itself to spatialisation, both then and in 
later analysis. Kathleen Lubey explains how the eighteenth century English journalist 
Joseph Addison likened the imagination to a delightful room: 
that housed a singular and celebrated faculty that endowed each object with a 
self-contained capacity for excitement'... it accommodate[d] a interior 'secret' 
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life replete with beautiful spectacles, narrative engagement and the 
satisfaction of virtual ownership ... in all visible things.4  
 
The eighteenth century reader/viewer's imagination is thus conceived of not only as a kind 
of 'interiority', but also, as a new and dangerously 'hot' faculty that might be controlled in 
an almost thermostatic sense, through aesthetic experience.5 
 
Although the literature of this period is certainly enticing and very erotic Thérèse 
philosophe (1748) by the Marquis d’Argens is according to Robert Darnton “as close as 
possible to ‘pure’ pornography.”6 He also suggests that although the term pornographe 
hardly existed in eighteenth century France, some books celebrated reading as a 
“stimulus of sexual pleasure and sometimes recommended works that provided it”.7 
Reading against contemporary theorists such as Andrea Dworkin and Catherine 
McKinnon on pornography, Catherine Cusset argues that while seeming to serve male 
sexual fantasy in an objectifying form, novels like Thérèse philosophe featured female 
narrators with self-agency and complex subjectivities and an awakening interest in sex.8 
Furthermore, given the interweaving of the erotic novel and philosophy in the period, 
Cusset argues "one [can] speak then, of a philosophical or enlightened pornography".9 
 
The act of reading itself was figured as a protosexual activity, especially for women, of 
whom about 3.5 million were literate by the end of the eighteenth century. Suellen 
Diaconoff describes how Rococo depictions equated women's reading with their 
sexuality, suggesting that the female mind, like clay, could be moulded – for better or 
worse, by arousing literature and imagery.10 
 
Untangling the interwoven discourses of the period, she conceives of an espace du livre 
that brings together book, boudoir, women's reading and its representation. In l'espace du 
livre space and occupation play an important role, and the female reader was, as 
representations reveal, inevitably found en retraite, in her boudoir. Diaconoff reiterates 
that such reading was by necessity private, and removed from "the agitation of normal 
household activities".11 This eroticisation of the ladies chamber transformed it into 
boudoir, hitherto a space of feminine peace and quiet, now an enticing 'morally 
compromised' space of fantasy and desire.  
 
Erotic / seducing interiors 
For the libertine novel and the erotic painting or illustration to achieve its characteristic 
frankness and directness of address, stories were set in specific itemised domestic 
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interiors, notably boudoirs and cabinets, often containing a bed, bed-linen and swathes of 
curtains that frame or reveal the subject. Through the eighteenth century, the boudoir and 
the cabinet became a meeting point for a number of discourses around reading, viewing 
and seduction. Thus sexualised, the space played a significant role in supporting and 
enhancing the mimetic identification of reader/audience with story/image.12 Interiors were 
'pressed into the service of eroticism' and played a crucial role in both housing sex, 
making it real for the reader, adding depth to characters, becoming an actor in the 
unfolding of story, and functioning as a critical stimulus to the sexual imagination. This is 
evident in Jean-Baptiste de Boyer, the Marquis d'Argens' Thérèse philosophe (1748), 
Vivant Denon's Point de Lendemain, (1777) Choderlos de Laclos' Les Liaisons 
Dangereuses, (1782) and the Marquis de Sade's La Philosophie dans le boudoir (1795). 
 
The relationship between materials (curtains, linen, and sheets) and the body (female and 
semi-naked) is significant within the iconography of erotic illustrations that accompanied 
novels like Thérèse philosophe. While too histrionic and autonomous to tell us much 
about actual space and occupation within the eighteenth century boudoir, this critical 
element nonetheless conveys much about such iconographies and their historical 
antecedents in European painting.  
 
Unlike anything in real life, curtains in these illustrations run riot, "bunching and rippling in 
happy textile play" around the space of boudoir, adding emotive force to scenarios played 
out by bodies in light and space.13 According to Anne Hollander, swathed, draped 
curtaining, in both painting and textural illustrations, did more than just 'frame' subjects. 
As material affects they functioned to set the spaces of seduction apart in a realm of 
artifice, imagination and fantasy. Evocative curtainery 'held up entirely by artistic licence' 
evoked both time, through its movement, and texture, through its allusive relation of fabric 
to skin, canvas, and paper.  
 
In its pictorial past, drapery originally performed as 'cloth of honour' – stretched behind 
the Virgin Mary, Christ and attendant Saints. However, in the eighteenth century it was 
freed from its role of glorifying Holy persons and even from its household function in 
closing off alcoves and niches. Liberated thus from any rational or spiritual purpose, 
drapery became 'irrational, emotional, sensual and allusive, sometimes ridiculous, but 
always with a virtue, power and agency all of its own.'14 Rococo painters celebrated nude 
body parts and allowed them to emerge from “unaccountable eddies of fabric”, as 
depicted in François Boucher’s Dark-haired Odalisque (1745) where the model is “looking 
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up towards us as she exposes her bottom and spreads her legs amid an ocean of crisply 
breaking folds.”15 
 
Hanging in suggestive pleats, and swayed by a gentle breeze to reveal the faint 
presences of peeping persons at the French windows, the drapery in A Parisian Boudoir 
(Figure 1) is highly allusive. In the second illustration to Voltaire's Novels and Tales, 
draperies loop and snake up around the male figure, as if in empathy with his surprise at 
having been observed in his bath by the two women peering through the panes of the 
glass door.16 In these images draperies exteriorise the sensations that the figured 
subjects are experiencing, and amplify these sensations, as it were, for the viewer who 
steps into the shoes of the voyeuristic dynamic established by the erotic texts.  
 
 
Figure 1. Parisian Boudoir, etching, 1774.  
Source: V&A Picture Library, Victoria & Albert Museum, London 
 
Paul Young has noted that in these novels, encounters usually took place in cabinets, 
“small spaces that offered the opportunity for intimacy, and that were seen as more 
private than the bedrooms of the period.”17 Taking cues from Rodolphe El-Khoury's 
introduction to Jean-Francois de Bastide’s La Petite Maison, (1789) Young has also 
explicitly linked the architectural interior, the erotic eighteenth century novel and its 
accompanying visual imagery. He states that the “smaller and more intimate rooms” 
heralded a changed architecture, and the niche, alcove, boudoir and cabinet became the 
“mainstays of the libertine text”.18 By contrast such architectural spaces were not very 
important in the rawest of the pornographic texts and illustrations. Here all that was 
required was a couple, an onlooker, a bed, a curtain and door, and maybe a picture on 
the wall alluding to the artifice and implausibility [in some cases] of various encounters.  
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Erotic / architectural novellas  
Alongside the erotic novella emerged a new form of architectural sensitivity that imagined 
interiors arousing or expressing an emotional state in both inhabitant and intruder. 
Nicolas Le Camus de Mézières’s The Genius of Architecture, or the Analogy of that Art 
with Our Sensations (1780) emphasised the psychological effects of sensationalist 
philosophy on the spatial environment.19 Whereas Jean-Francois de Bastide’s La Petit 
Maison (1789) lies somewhere between literature and architectural theory being the 
combination of two literary genres – the erotic libertine novella and the architectural 
treatise.20  
 
De Bastide narrates a plot of seduction between the Marquis de Trémicour and Mélite, 
who for some time had resisted his advances. She conceded to visit his petit maison not 
realising it was tastefully arranged for love and proceeded to be lead from one room to 
another, each more artfully arranged than the one before. Towards the middle of the book 
she was overcome by the many wonders, “she felt weak, stifled even, and was forced to 
sit down.”21 Weak at the knees and betraying what de Bastide calls a “secret distress” she 
was clearly aroused and complicit in the seduction. 
 
During the narration Mélite found herself in a boudoir, where carnal delight was explicitly 
played out in the decorative, psychological and tactile affect:  
The walls of the boudoir were covered with mirrors whose joinery was 
concealed by carefully sculpted, leafy tree trunks. The trees, arranged to give 
the illusion of a quincunx, were heavy with flowers and laden with chandeliers. 
The light from their many candles receded into the opposite mirrors, which had 
been purposely veiled with hanging gauze. So magical was this optical effect 
that the boudoir could have been mistaken for a natural wood, lit with the help 
of art… Mélite could scarcely contain her delight.22  
 
This account influenced by le Camus de Mézières’ earlier description of the sleeping 
space as a grove, was designed to inspire pleasure.23 Moreover the strategically 
positioned mirrors and candles, returned the libertine’s gaze and for Trémicour they 
offered a voyeuristic moment of erotic enjoyment when standing in front of one mirror he 
was able to watch Mélite adjust her hair in the opposite mirror. The architectural intention 
of the mirror-lined space was not only to dematerialise the walls, but to offer a means by 
which sexual encounters could be further enjoyed through watching. Within this mirror-
lined boudoir was an ottomaine strewn with pillows and set in a niche where “the walls 
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and ceiling were also covered with mirrors”.24   
 
Such collusion between seduction in words and architectural detailing illustrate an 
inseparability that was also witnessed in earlier texts: 
Everything radiated sensuality: the adornments, the furniture, the scent of the 
exquisite perfume that was always burning. Everything brought sensuality to 
the eye, everything transported it to the soul. This cabinet could have been 
taken for the temple of voluptuousness, for the indisputable seat of pleasure.25 
 
Paul Young suggests the design of French libertine cabinets “commits itself 
unapologetically and wholly to pleasure… it is a self-conscious aesthetic chamber for 
sexual intimacy and discovery.” Mme Gourdan in Anecdotes sur Mme la Comtesse du 
Barry (1775) initiated the young Mlle Lançon (comtesse du Barry) into her whorehouse by 
showing her through her apartments and in particular “my boudoirs fitted out for 
lovemaking where everything bespeaks pleasure and seduction… I urged her to examine 
the engravings that adorned the walls – nudes, suggestive positions, and all sorts of 
images for the arousal of sexual desire.”26 While the cabinet lies within the enclave of 
architecture, it offered a closeness and privacy that lies on the outside of society and its 
transactions. It offered, so to speak, dangerous liaisons. Clearly unsettled Louis-
Sébastien Mercier, Tableau de Paris (1781) declared:  
Architecture, once majestic and unyielding, has succumbed to the 
licentiousness of our lifestyle and ideas. It anticipates and fulfils all the aims of 
debauchery and libertinage; secret passages and hidden stairways are in the 
same vein as novels of the day. Architecture, complicit in our disorders, is no 
less licentious than our erotic poetry.27 
 
While some cabinets were aimed at arousing desire prior to libertine seduction, others 
were there for instructional purposes. In these and other texts, as Diane Berrett Brown 
noted, the ability to hide and watch sexual encounters indicated to the reader that 
voyeurism is “a first step to sexual enlightenment”. In Thérèse philosophe the narrator 
Thérèse spies on the deceptive rape of her friend, Eradice, by the lecherous Jesuit, 
Father Dirrag. Concealed in a cabinet she was able to see Eradice assume an 
unorthodox prayer position which she believed would allow Father Dirrag to purify her 
with ‘the cord of Saint Francis’: 
I scurried into the closet… A hole in the closet door, as big as my hand and 
covered with an old, threadbare Bergamo tapestry, allowed me to see the 
entire room easily, without risk of being caught… I was positioned in such a 
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manner as not to miss the slightest detail of the scene: the windows of the 
bedroom where this scene took place were directly across from the door of the 
cabinet where I was hidden.28 
 
Within this erotic literature, enlightenment theorizing on sexual knowledge took place in 
the labyrinthine eighteenth-century interior, where it is precisely the ability to hide that 
allowed for a woman’s education. Female narrators were often hidden behind secret 
doors, niches, screens or furniture, vantage points that allowed for observation without 
being seen. Reflecting a similar situation to Thérèse, Margot in Margot la Ravaudeuse, 
(1750; Margot the Mender), was hidden behind a screen that covered a niche, offering a 
layered spatial isolation for watching a sexual encounter “I slipped away in a niche in the 
cabinet that was closed by a simple screen with panels separated from each other by a 
good inch, sealed together with strips of paper. By means of a small opening that I made, 
it was easy to see all of their manoeuvres.”29    
 
Erotic / images 
Erotic art and fiction were equally focused on the narrator/viewer as the witness for 
libertine acts performed in the privacy of hidden spaces. Jean-Marie Goulemot suggests 
the format of space, fleshly tableau and severe under characterisation provided a 
projective space for the desire of the narrator/viewer.30 Word and image were thus 
mutually and deeply imbricated, particularly when the libertine novels were illustrated with 
engravings. Here, as Goulemot states; 'text serves image, as image serves text'.31 To 
illustrate his point he opens his discussion on 'The Effects of Reading Erotic Literature' 
with a visual analysis of Emmanuel de Ghendt's Le Midi, [c. 1760-90s] made after a 
gouache by P.A. Baudouin (Figure 2).   
 
This image of an enclosed garden at midday is focussed on a young woman at the point 
of orgasm. One hand points to a book that has slipped from her grasp, while the other is 
otherwise occupied in the folds of her dress. She has succumbed to the pages from an 
erotic novel, and could indeed be Thérèse, the fictional character from the eponymous 
erotic novel Thérèse philosophe by Marquis d'Argens. Through three sections of this 
volume we learn of Thérèse's sexual education and in particular her concern about 
pregnancy, which prompts her to decide to only have sex without penetration. Her 
frustrated lover, 'the Count' 'sends away to Paris' for his library of erotic books and 
pictures, wagering Thérèse that she will not be able to last two weeks without  “touching 
that part of your body which should, by rights today be within my domain”.32 On day five of 
being sequestered with the books and paintings she confides “after an hour of reading I 
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fell into a kind of ecstasy... I set myself to imitate all the postures that I saw [she's looking 
at The Love Affair of Venus and Mars]... Mechanically, my hand ventured where that of 
the man was placed...”33 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Les Heures du Jour: Le Midi, etching on laid paper, 
Emmanuel de Ghendt after a gouache by P.A. Baudouin, ca. 1778. 
Source: Bibliotheque Nationale de France 
 
Erotic / cinematic space 
Stephen Frear's film Dangerous Liaisons (1988) relies on both 'factual' history to re-image 
the eighteenth century in a pure and authentic sense, and also imagines how these 
spaces were embodied by their human actors. The palatial villas of the French aristocracy 
were inhabited and experienced by moving through, and around the galeries, (grande 
and petite), salons, music rooms, oratoires, cabinets en filade, appartements and pieces 
des bains. By combining factual and imaginary histories, the film recreates such relations 
with exceptional conviction. 
 
Written by English playwright Christopher Hampton, the film was based on his stage play 
of Choderlos de Laclos' libertine novel Les Liaisons Dangereuses (1782). It has been 
noted by scholars of the eighteenth century for its extreme fidelity to Laclos's epistolary 
novel,34 and in order to dramatise and adapt the novel for both stage and screen, 
Hampton made the simple, but elegant decision to transpose the one hundred and 
seventy-five 'letters', directly into dialogue.  
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Putting the narrative into three dimensions had a further challenge in that the letters 
contain virtually no mention of either interior or exterior architectural spaces.35 References 
to real, lived day to day interior spaces are almost entirely elided,36 even though the 
protagonist Marquise de Merteuil owned not only a magnificent villa in Paris, but also a 
'little house' (petit maison) or 'temple of love' where she seduced suitors. Hampton and 
Frears solved this lack by two means. Firstly, they staged the film in villas and interiors 
that had been restored to perfection and retained every element from the period. The 
architecture used as film sets included the Château de Vincennes in Val-de-Marne, the 
Château de Champs-sur-Marne, the Château de Guermantes in Seine-et-Marne, and the 
Théâtre Montansier in Versailles. Secondly, in arranging scenes and actors' postures and 
movements, they drew heavily on the iconography of the erotic paintings and illustrations 
discussed earlier, as well as other sources and imagery. This is evident by comparing 
well-known art works of the period to scenes from the film.  
 
Jean Honore Fragonard's The Bolt (c1778) was painted for a wealthy patron and displays 
a form of intense masculine brutality that is only hinted at in his other works. The scene 
depicts 'innocence betrayed', evidenced by the apple on the table near the bed, (a biblical 
reference to Eve), the crushed roses on the floor to the right, and the tensely twisted 
drapery. The blonde, voluptuous young girl twists away from the youth who has her firmly 
pinned, and who is about to slide home the door bolt, thus sealing her fate. She has made 
the mistake of allowing a young man into her boudoir, and is about to pay for this. The 
Bolt, thus also has a pedagogic, or warning function about the dangers of rape. 
 
In Frear’s Dangerous Liaisons this idea is repeated at the point where Valmont – who has 
acquired a key to Cecile Volange's bedroom by deceit – is entering to take her virginity. In 
the film this action has been masterminded by the Marquise de Merteuil as revenge on an 
ex-lover, Cecile's future husband. In this scene the camera lingers while Valmont fumbles 
through the business of opening her door with the key, while balancing a candle in the 
other hand. Over the following few frames is revealed a second, smaller door leading into 
Cecile's room. This builds not only suspense, but also gives the viewer time to make the 
metaphoric leap between Valmont 'entering' this antechamber, and its analogy with a 
woman's body. Moreover, the intertextual connections between this image continues on a 
linguistic level as both scenes play on the way eighteenth century erotic literature 
substitutes 'bolt' for penis. This usage occurs frequently in Therese philosophe, functions 
as a lubricious visual pun in the Fragonard painting and is in turn echoed in this scene in 
Dangerous Liaisons. 
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Here an architectural imagination underlies the filmic invention of eighteenth century 
space in a manner that suggests how bodies may have moved through these spaces. 
Giuliana Bruno describes this as an emotional cartography where “an embodiment, [is 
invoked]... based on the inscription of an observer in the field – such an observer is not a 
static contemplator, she is a physical entity, a moving spectator, a body making journeys 
in space.”37 To set them in motion as an architectural/filmic promenade requires an 
architectonics of sequential space.  
 
In another scene, the cinema audience is offered an ‘over the shoulder’ view of Marquise 
de Merteuil begin to process through the space of the antechamber to her mirrored 
boudoir, where a suitor awaits. As she walks up to the concealed mirrored door, the 
scene recalls another mirrored décor, the one that enraptured Mélite in Bastide's novella 
La Petite Maison. Likewise, the scene draws upon the hidden chamber or cabinet, 
belonging to Mme de T— in Vivant Denon’s Point de Lendermain where mirror covered 
walls transformed the interior into 'a vast cage of reflective glass'.38  
 
Following a violent disagreement with Valmont, the Marquise processes into the narrow 
private antechamber to her boudoir where she controls herself and assumes a totally 
contrary role, that of smiling seductress; a role the boudoir demands of her. Her hidden 
chamber like Mme de T--'s here exerts some kind of mysterious, almost mechanistic 
agency that Young ascribes to the hidden chamber in Point de Lendermain. Rooms such 
as these bring lovers together in particular ways and determine the scenarios that are to 
be played out.  
 
This boudoir space elicits a range of emotions and behaviours in the actors and through 
their processural experience, we understand that it increases desire, and aids seduction. 
The space she is entering, as Young suggests, does more than simply facilitate the 
sexual act, but seems to remove [her] ability to act any other way.39  
 
Conclusion 
The boudoir scene in Frear’s Dangerous Liaisons is purely imaginary; there is neither 
such an event in the book, nor is there described such complex interplay between body 
and space. It is a moment when a range of ideas about real eighteenth century spaces, 
and seduction are vividly expressed. The interior becomes an agent as powerful as text, 
evoking an 'aesthetic' realm with as much claim on our imagination as its inhabitants. The 
relationship between erotic text and image shifts our understanding of the cabinet or 
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boudoir from a static space of seclusion and repose to one invigorated by the imagination 
and sensorial participation  
 
Since the late eighteenth century the set of spatial and perceptual relations created 
around the boudoir have become crucial visual tropes in much erotic illustration and 
fiction. Often including two people, a room, a bed, a light source, curtains and simple or 
elaborate décor, these interlocking parts have since become indispensible to eroticists 
and pornographers to ‘stage’ their tales. A hidden participant/voyeur is the ‘engine’ that 
sets these elements in motion. Once the spatial element is removed from this ‘equation’ 
the power of the scene is altered, and the depictions are more generally read as 
‘universal’ or ‘instructional’ illustrations. 
 
The camera’s furtive action coupled with impeccable sceneography imagines the 
viewer/audience as the hidden observers in the erotic tales. Both are concealed in 
similarly dark spaces and are totally absorbed in simultaneous acts of viewing. The 
concealed viewer is encouraged by such texts to find an equal arousal in both the erotic 
bodies on view and the spaces they inhabit.  
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